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Abstract

This paper deals with optical packet switches with limited buffer capabilities, subject toasynchronous, variable-length packets
and connection-oriented operation. The focus is put on buffer scheduling policies and queuing performance evaluation. In
a combined use of the wavelength and time domain is exploited in order to obtain contention resolution algorithms that g
the sequence preservation of packets belonging to the same connection. Four simple algorithms for strict and loose packe
preservation are proposed. Their performance is studied and compared with previously proposed algorithms. Simulation res
suggest that by accepting some additional processing effort it is possible to guarantee very low packet loss probabilities while
avoiding the out-of-sequence delivery.
c© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Within the research framework on the next gener-

optical packet switching (OPS) should guarantee
much finer and flexible access to the optical ba
width [3]. At the same time, the introduction of th
ation Internet, a widely discussed issue is the inte-

a
-

DWDM technology allows us to exploit the huge capac-
in
tud-
ets,

ware
iza-
k
ts,
syn-
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gration of IP with optical networks [1]. Mainly, the
proposals focus on the use of the wavelength as
circuit and therefore operate with a very coarse band
width granularity [2]. In a longer term perspective
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ity of optical fibers and provides effective alternatives
switch design optimization. OPS has usually been s
ied with reference to fixed length synchronous pack
resulting in easier switching matrix design [4]. In this
case, the drawbacks are both the increase in hard
complexity necessary to manage optical synchron
tion and the limited inter-working skill with networ
protocols which mainly employ variable-length packe
suchas IP. For these reasons, solutions adopting a
chronous and variable-length packets have been inv
gated recently [5], showing that in this case the issue
congestion resolution becomes fundamental to ach
ing an acceptable level of performance.

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/osn
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Contention resolution may be achieved in the time
domain by means of optical queuing and in the
wavelength domain by means of suitable wavelength
multiplexing. Optical queuing is realized by Fiber Delay
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maintain the forwarding table, while the forwarding
component examines the headers of incoming packets
and takes the forwarding decisions. Packets coming
from client layers are classified into a finite number of
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Lines (FDLs) that are used to delay packets contend
for the same output fiber in case all wavelengths
busy. In [6] it has been shown that, by using suitab
contention resolution algorithms able to combine
use of the time and the wavelength domain, it is poss
to improve the performanceup to an acceptable leve
with a limited number of FDLs. We refer to them a
Wavelength and Delay Selection(WDS) algorithms.
Moreover these concepts may be effectively exten
to a connection-oriented network scenario, for instan
based on MPLS. In this case, a suitable design
dynamic allocation WDS algorithms permits us
obtain fairly good performance, by exploiting queuing
behaviors related to the connection-oriented nature
the traffic, but with significant savings in terms
processing effort for the switch control with respect
the connectionless case [7].

The main drawback of previously proposed WD
algorithms is thatout-of-sequence deliveryof packets
belonging to the same traffic flow cannot be avoid
The occurrence of out of order delivery rais
performance problems for the end-to-end transp
protocols and/or issues of implementation complex
if re-ordering at the edges of the optical netwo
should be implemented. This will be further discuss
in the following and is thebasic motivation of this
paper, where we address the issue and propose
WDS algorithms that guarantee the packet sequen
preservation. The results presented in the paper s
that, at the expense of some additional processing effo
the new algorithms improve the overall performan
with respect to algorithms proposed in [7].

The paper is organized as follows. InSection 2the
networking scenario is introduced and the general t
of integration between MPLS and OPS is address
In Section 3the WDS problem is discussed in detai
In Section 4the out-of-order problem is defined an
discussed with special reference to its effects
the end-to-end transport control protocols.Section 5
is devoted to the description of the new propos
algorithms. InSection 6numerical results are present
and conclusions are drawn inSection 7.

2. Networking scenario: MPLS/OPS

The Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) arch
tecture [8] is based on a partition of the network lay
functions intocontrolandforwarding. The control com-
ponent uses standard routing protocols to build up
subsets, calledForwarding Equivalent Classes(FECs),
based on identification address and quality of serv
requirements. Each FEC is identified by an additio
label added to the packets. Unidirectional connecti
throughout the network, calledLabel Switched Path
(LSPs), are set up and packets belonging to the s
FEC are forwarded along these LSPs according to t
labels. On each core node, simple label matching
swapping operations are performed on a precompu
LSP forwarding table, thus simplifying and speeding
the forwarding function.

On the otherhand, optical packet switching (OPS
in order to be feasible and effective, requires
further partitioning of the forwarding component in
forwarding algorithm and switching [9]. The former
corresponds to the label matching that determines
next hop destination and the latter is the phys
action of transferring a datagram to the proper ou
interface. The main goal of this separation is
limit the bottleneck of electro-optical conversions: t
header is converted fromoptical to electrical and th
execution of the forwarding algorithm is perform
in electronics, while the payload is optically switch
without electrical conversion.

This paper considers a DWDM network integrati
MPLS and OPS, which relies on optical routers t
exploit the best of both electronics and optics. Stand
routing protocols are used as the (non-critical) routing
component, MPLS labels in the forwarding algorith
(where strict performance limits are present) a
finally, optical technologies are used in switchi
and transmission, providing very high data rate
throughput.

In order to avoid scalability problems, we assum
that each LSP represents a top-level explic
routed path, formed by an aggregation of lower-le
connections including several traffic flows [10], and
that the number of LSPs managed by a single opti
core router is not so high as to affect the correct la
processing.

We also assume the availability of an optical switc
ing matrix able to switch variable-length packets [11].
This paper is not supposed to deal with implementa
issues. Therefore, a generic non-blocking architec
for an OPS node is assumed, which provides full wa
length conversion.

The switch is assumed to use a feed-forward opt
buffering configuration [12], realized by means ofB
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fiber delay lines. Basically, a
is assumed: each wavele
its own buffer. This resultsin
wavelength. In principle, a

ding buffer is assigned. The
a given wavelength can be
smallest integer greater than
between the time when the
Fig. 1. Degenerate buffer structure.
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wavelength could be deployed, leading to a fairly large
amount of fiber coils. However, a single pool of FDL
may be used in WDM for all the wavelengths on a giv
fiber or for the whole switch. The delays provided a
linearly increasing with a basic delay unitD, i.e. Dj =
kj D, with kj an integer number andj = 1, 2, . . . , B.
For the sakeof simplicity we assume adegenerate
buffer [12] with kj = j − 1 (seeFig. 1), but the ideas
presented here are valid also fornon-degenerate buffers,
i.e. with different arrangements ofkj .

3. The wavelength and delay selection problem

The electronic Switch Control Logic (SCL) take
all the decisions regarding the configuration of t
hardware to realize the proper switching actions. O
the forwarding component has decided to which out
fiber the packet should be sent, determining also
network path, the SCL:

• chooses which wavelength of the output fiber w
be used to transmit the packet, in order to prope
control the output interface;

• decides whether the packet has to be delayed
using the FDLs or it has to be dropped since
required queuing resource is full.

These decisions are also routing independent an
the wavelengths of a given output fiber are equivale
for routing purposes but not from the contenti
resolution point of view. The choices of waveleng
and delay are actually correlated: since each wavele
has its own logical output buffer, choosing a particu
wavelength is equivalent to assigning the packet one
the available delays on the corresponding buffer. Th
is what we call theWavelength and Delay Selectio
(WDS) problem. Here we assume that, once
wavelength has been chosen using a particular pol
always the smallest delay available after the last que
l

wavelength will be available again and the packet arri
time, divided by the buffer delay unit. This operati
provides also the gap between the current and
previous queued packet.

The choice of the wavelength can be implemen
by following different policies, producing differen
processing loads at the SCL and different reso
utilizations:

• Static. The LSP is assigned to a wavelength at LSP
setup and this assignment is kept constant over al
the LSPlif etime. Therefore packets belonging to
same LSP are always carried by the same coupl
input/output wavelengths. Contention on the ou
wavelength can only be solved in time domain
using delay lines. In this case the WDS algorithm
trivial and requires minimum control complexity. On
the other hand resource utilization is not optimiz
since it is possible to have a wavelength of an outp
fiber congested even if the other wavelengths
idle.

• Dynamic. The LSP is assigned to a wavelength at
LSP setup but the wavelength may change during
LSP lifetime. Two approaches are possible:
– per-packet. The wavelength is selected on

per-packet basis, similarly to the connectionl
case, choosing the most effective wavelength
the perspective of optimizing resource usage
requires some processing effort on a per-pa
basis, therefore this alternative is fairly demanding
in terms of processing load on the SCL, wh
must be carefully dimensioned;

– per-LSP. When heavy congestion arises
the assigned wavelength, i.e. when the t
domain is not enough to solve contention d
to the lack of buffering space, the LSP
temporary movedto another wavelength. Whe
congestion disappears, the LSP is switched b
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to the original wavelength. This alternative stays
somewhat in between, aiming at realizing a trade-
off between control complexity and performance

It is obvious that the per-packet alternative is the
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allocation, which has an empty queue. If such a
wavelength is found, the LSP is switched to it for as
long as needed, that is until congestion arises also in
the new wavelength or congestion ends on the previous
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most flexible. In [5], the author observes that, since t
FDL buffers are only able to provide discrete dela
this creates gaps between queued packets that
be considered equivalent to an increase of the pa
service time, meaning an artificial increase in the traffic
load (excess load). It has been demonstrated in [13]
that a void filling algorithm that aims at minimizin
those gaps gives best performance with respect to o
policies. Nonetheless, the computational complex
of such an algorithm is high, since it requires t
knowledge of the length and duration of every g
in the queues. Therefore, in order to keep the pac
scheduling process as simple as possible, the g
between queued packets are not considered as pos
buffer places and a simplified approach is adopted h
the so-called MINGAP algorithm, proposed in [6]. It is
a per-packet strategy selecting the wavelength such
the corresponding smallest delay available provides a
the smallest gap after the packet previously scheduled.

On the other hand, in [7] it has been originally
observed that by adopting a per-LSP strategy the sw
performance in general depends on the configura
of the LSP forwarding table. The basic observat
is that packets following LSPs incoming on th
same input wavelength cannot overlap, because
the serial nature of the transmission line. Theref
such packets contend for output resources only w
packets incoming on different wavelengths. As
consequence, if LSPs incoming on the same in
wavelength are the only ones forwarded to the sa
output wavelength, contention will never arise (optimal
allocation). This is just a trivial example but obvious
a whole spectrum of combinations is possible. Mo
generally this effect produces a negative correlatio
in the traffic profile, which is smoothed and therefor
is less aggressive in terms of queuing requirement
because it decreases the likelihood of congestion. B
on these considerations, in [7] some WDSalgorithms
are proposed that try to exploit this negative correlati
The best performing of these algorithms is calledEmpty
Queue Wavelength Selection(EQWS): it is a per-LSP
strategy trying to exploit the queuing space available
output wavelengths in the optimal allocation conditio
In normal conditions, packets following a given LS
are transmitted on the wavelength assigned to
LSP. However, as soon as a packet finds a conge
wavelength (i.e. a wavelength with no delays availabl
the algorithm looks for a wavelength in optima
e

one. In this case the LSP is switched back to
original wavelength. In case a wavelength in optim
allocation cannot be found, the LSP is re-assigne
the wavelength with the smallest delay available.

4. Problems due to out-of-order packet delivery

As already outlined in the introduction, it is well
known that packet losses as well as out-of-or
packet deliveries and delay variations affect end
end protocols behavior and may cause through
impairments [14,15]. In particular, the problem o
packet re-sequencing is not negligible in optical pac
switched networks, especially when optical packe
flows carrying traffic related to emerging, bandwid
demanding, sequence-sensitive services, such as
applications and storage services, are considered.

Whenconsidering TCP-based traffic these pheno
ena influence the typical congestion control mec
nisms adopted by the protocol and may result i
reduction of the transmission window size with co
sequent bandwidth under-utilization. In particular the
TCP congestion control is very affected by the loss
theout-of-order delivery of bursts of segments. This
exactly what may happen in the OPS network whe
traffic is typically groomed and several IP datagra
(and therefore TCP segments) are multiplexed in
optical packet, because optical packets must satis
minimum length requirement to guarantee a reason
switching efficiency. Therefore out-of-order or delay
delivery of just one optical packet may result in o
of-order or delayed delivery of several TCP segme
triggering (multiple duplicate ACKS and/or timeout
that expire) congestion control mechanisms and cau
unnecessary reduction of the window size.

Another example of how out-of-sequence pack
may affect application performance is the case of dela
sensitive UDP-based traffic, such as real-time traffi
In fact unordered packets may arrive too late and
the delay required to reorderseveralout-of-sequenc
packets may be too high with respect to the timing
requirements of the application.

These brief and simple examples make evident
need to limit the number of unordered packets.
general out-of-order delivery is caused by the fact
packets belonging to the same flow of informat
can take different paths through the network and t
can experience different delays [16]. In traditional
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connection-oriented networks, packet reordering is not
an issue since packets belonging to the same connection
are supposed to follow the same virtual network path
and therefore are delivered in the correct sequence,
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Table 1
Out-of-order percentages at the input and output ports of the core
switch, comparing the static, MINGAP, and EQWS algorithms
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unless packet loss occurs.
In an OPS network, using the wavelength domain

contention resolution (i.e. using dynamic policies), t
may notbethe case. Optical packets are transmitted o
given wavelength depending on the flow (i.e. LSP) th
belong to. When a static WDS policy is adopted, a gi
flow is always transmitted on the same waveleng
so the order of packets cannot be changed, becau
FIFO queuing discipline is assumed. On the other ha
when a dynamic WDS policy is used, packets from
given flow may be transmitted on different wavelengths
experience different delays and, eventually, be delive
not in the correct sequence.

To check the likelihood of out-of-sequence pac
delivery when the WDS algorithms mentioned abo
are implemented, we set up the two hops netw
scenario shown inFig. 2. Every switch is identi-
cally set up with 16 wavelengths per link, an optic
buffer of B = 4 FDLs and a granularity equal to the
average packet length. The inter-arrival packet gene
tion follows a Poisson model while the packet size
exponentially distributed with an average value cor
sponding to a transmission time of the order of 1µs, a
typical value for optical packet switching technologi
We focus on packet size only in terms of duration b
cause the simulators used here are built to be inde
dent from the packet size in terms of bytes and from
bit-rate. Since one of the benefits of optical switchi
is the transparency to the bit-rate, what really matter
indeed the average packet duration and the inter-arriva
time distribution. Obviously, once the optical packe
duration is set, the higher the bit-rate, the higher
average packet size in bits, leading to the need fo
traffic grooming.

The input load on each wavelength is fixed to
and the traffic distribution is uniform. The traffic inp
at the edge switches is idealin the sense that packe
belonging to the same LSP arrive in order on the sa
wavelength. At each switch, packets are processed
the selected WDS algorithm, sent to the next hop
the resulting amount of out-of-sequence packets is
evaluated.

Table 1shows thepacket reordering distribution fo
the static, MINGAP, and EQWS algorithms. The
results, even though related to a simple netw
architecture, are meaningful to show that MINGA
and EQWS algorithms are not able to avoid seque
breaking. The percentage of packets out-of-sequ
-

Static 0 0
MINGAP 3.6498 6.9948
EQWS 1.6798 5.4200

of three or more locations is already not null at t
input of the core switch. By assumingn switch in series
along a path this percentage is expected to incre
accordingly. Previous studies [14,15] confirm that just
a small percentage of out-of-sequence (such as t
caused by the EQWS algorithm) may impact harmfu
on the network performance.

A possible solution could be to assume that t
problem is solved at the egress edge nodes that sh
take care of re-sequencing the various packet flows. Th
assumption in our view is not very realistic. It can
feasible for some flow of high value traffic, but it
unlikely that it will happen for all the flows of bes
effort traffic, because of the amount of memory a
processing effort that would be necessary. Therefore
argue that it becomes fundamental to control out-
order delivery of packets directly in the OPS netwo
nodes.

5. WDS algorithms preserving the packet sequence

The way to overcome the aforementioned probl
is to design WDS algorithms able to preserve the pac
sequence from the beginning. When facing this proble
in a WDM network, it is easy to realize that the ter
“out-of-sequence delivery” must be defined in mo
detail.

In this paper we use two possible definitions
ordered packets:

• Strict sequence preservation. Given a stream of
ordered packets at the switch input, packetn is
considered to be out-of-order when the first bit
packet n leaves the switch before thelast bit of
packetn − 1.

• Loose sequence preservation. Given a stream of
ordered packets at the switch input, packetn is
considered to be out-of-order when the first bit
packetn leaves the switch before thefirst bit of
packetn − 1.

Indeed the strict sequence preservation is the ideal
case. The loose sequence preservation is more diffi
to control, especially when considering a cascade
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position of subsequent IP packets included in t
subsequent optical packets cannot be controlled if s
overlapping is permitted. Nonetheless looser seque
preservation imposes weaker constraints on the W
algorithm, which is expected to perform better. In t
following subsections we describe the proposal of f
simple algorithms for strict and loose packet sequen
preservation.

To describe the algorithms, let us introduce
following notations:

• tn: the arrival time of the generic packetn;
• dn: thedelay assigned to the generic packetn;
• ln: theduration of the generic packetn;
• an: the time at which the first bit of the generic packe

n is scheduled to leave the switch;
• bn: the time at which the last bit of the generic packe

n is scheduled to leave the switch. It is obvious that
bn = an + ln andan = tn + dn.

5.1. Strict packet sequence

The WDS algorithms designed to keep a st
packet sequence are calledStrict Packet Sequenc
with Minimum Length wavelength selection(SPS-
ML) and Strict Packet Sequence with Minimum G
wavelength selection(SPS-MG). These algorithms ha
been originally proposed in [17]. Basically, they adop
wavelength that can provide a delay such that the pac
sequence is not broken. In case multiple choices
available, the options are to choose the wavelength
the smallest delay available (SPS-ML) or providing
smallest gap after the previous queued packet (S
MG).

In particular, when packetn arrives at timetn, in
order to preserve the packet sequence, the algor
selects a queue depending on the timebn−1 at which
the last bit of packetn − 1, following the same LSP, i
scheduled to leave the node. Assuming ordered pa
streams arriving at the switch input, it is obvious th
tn ≥ tn−1 + ln−1, but if packetn − 1 is queued, then
dn−1 > 0 and there aretwo possible alternatives:

1. tn < bn−1: packetn − 1 wasqueued and packe
n overlaps withit. There is the chance to break t
packet sequence.

2. tn ≥ bn−1: packetn arrives when or after packetn−1
has completely left the node. The packet sequen
always guaranteed.

In the first case, packetn has to be delayed b
an amount of time at least as long as the resid
transmission time of packetn − 1. Due to the discret
number of delays provided by the FDLs, which a
multiples of the basic unitD, the minimum delay tha
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may be assigned to packetn is:

Dmin =
⌈

bn−1 − tn
D

⌉
D. (1)
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On the other hand, the minimum delay for the sec
case isDmin = 0 because there is no possibility to bre
the correct packet sequence.

OnceDmin is determined, the algorithm verifies if th
wavelength assigned to the LSP is able to provide t
delay. If not, it searches for another wavelength. T
search may give multiple results, meaning that th
are several wavelengths on which the packet may
transmitted with the required delay. When this happ
the WDS algorithm must choose one among the
queues. This choice is independent of the sequenc
issue that has already been solved by choosing
proper delay. Therefore the choice of the queue to s
the packet can be made based on general optimiz
procedures similar to what has already been studied
the pure connectionless case [6]. Here we follow the
same approach and two algorithms are then conside
that adopt different choices:

• SPS-MG selects the queue among those n
full which introduces the minimum gap betwe
subsequent queued packets. If two or more que
provide the same gap, the shortest one is cho
i.e. the queue providing the smallest delay grea
thanDmin.

• SPS-ML selects the shortest queue. If two or mo
queues have the same minimum length, the one
the smallest gap is chosen.

It has to be underlined that to execute the S
algorithms the SCL needs to store the last value
bn for each LSP in the forwarding table. Nonetheless
with respect to previous algorithms, the extra cost on
stays in the memory requirements, because what
algorithm is used, the SCL must always calculate
value ofbn for each queued packet to know the buffe
occupancy.

Fig. 3 illustrates an example of the behavior of the
algorithms. InFig. 3(a), packetn arrives at the node an
packetn − 1 on the same LSP is still in the queu
Therefore, packetn overlaps withit and theminimum
assignable delay isDmin = 3. Both algorithms select
the second queue because it provides this delay
Fig. 3(b), packetn arrives when packetn − 1 has
completely left the node. In this case, the algorith
behave differently: with SPS-MG, packetn is put in
the second queue (minimum gap) with delay 2D; while
with SPS-ML, the third queue (shortest one) and de
D is selected.
,

r

Fig. 3. Example of the SPS-ML and SPS-MG algorithms’ behav
(a) Packetn − 1 is still in the queue. (b) Packetn − 1 hasalready left
the queue.

5.2. Loose packet sequence

The algorithms proposed for this case are ca
Loose Packet Sequence with Minimum Length w
length selection(LPS-ML) andLoose Packet Sequen
with Minimum Gap wavelength selection(LPS-MG)
and have been originally proposed in [18]. Their
behavior is the same as SPSpolicies, with the only
difference that the delay requirements for not breakin
the sequence are less strict and allow partial packet o
lapping. LPS-ML and LPS-MG are therefore similar
SPS-ML and SPS-MG.

In particular, by considering the stream of pack
belonging to the same LSP, now packetn is considered
to be out-of-sequence when its first bit is sent on
output wavelength before the first bit of packetn − 1.
This definition allows a partial overlapping between t
consecutive packets. In practice if the first bit of pac
n − 1 has been already sent when the first bit of pac
n arrives, then the SCL schedules packetn without
bothering about the sequence problem.

Following the same notation of the previous section
again we have two possibilities:

• tn < an−1: then there is the chance to break t
packet sequence definition.
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algorithms. The simulator implements a 4× 4 switch
with 16 wavelengths per fiber, which results in a 64×
64 optical switching matrix. Each input wavelength
is supposed to carry 3 different LSPs, for a total of
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Fig. 4. Example of the LPS-ML and LPS-MG algorithms’ behavi
(a) Packetn − 1 is still in the queue. (b) Packetn − 1 is leaving the
queue.

• tn ≥ an−1: packetn arrives when packetn − 1 is
leaving or has already left the node. Then the pac
sequence is guaranteed.

In the first case, the amount of time needed to de
packetn in order to keep the sequence is:

Dmin =
⌈

an−1 − tn
D

⌉
D. (2)

Fig. 4 shows how LPS-ML and LPS-MG work. I
the first case (Fig. 4(a)) packetn− 1 is still in the queue
and packetn has to be delayed by three granularities t
be brought back in order. Only the second wavelen
can provide this delay and both algorithms beh
similarly. In the second case, the first bit of packe
n − 1 is leaving the switch. In this case the algorithm
do not have constraints apart from that of choosin
feasible delay. For this choice LPS-MG behaves l
SPS-MG and looks for the wavelength that minimiz
the gap while LPS-ML resembles SPS-ML and sele
the wavelength that minimizes the length of the queue

6. Numerical results

The results presented here have been obtaine
means of an ad hoc event-driven simulator, which
been widely tested in the past with different WD
y

192 incoming LSPs. As already outlined inSection 4,
the simulator is bit-rate transparent and works w
packet transmission and inter-arrival times only, mak
it scalable to different bit-rates and packet sizes.

The input traffic is generated according to t
appropriate statistics on a per wavelength basis.
types of input traffic are considered: a classi
uniform traffic with Poisson distribution of th
inter-arrival times and a more realistic self-simi
model implemented with 32 multiplexed point arriv
processes having Pareto distribution [19]. We assume
asynchronous, variable-length optical packets, with
exponential distributed packet size with average va
corresponding to a transmission time of the orde
1 µs.The input load on each wavelength is 0.8, equ
divided among the LSPs and the traffic distribution
theoutputs of the switching matrix is uniform.

In this simulation study we compare the performa
of the new algorithms oriented to the packet seque
with the static, the EQWS [7], and the MINGAP
algorithms [6]. It is reasonable to forecast that t
new algorithms will show intermediate performanc
between the connectionless case (i.e. MINGAP) a
the worst case (i.e. static). This is because the stat
algorithm does not use the wavelength domain
statistical multiplexing of contending packets at
while the new ones do, but with less freedom th
MINGAP, due to the constraints on the packet seque
preservation.

Fig. 5 plots the packet loss probability (PLP) fo
SPS-ML, SPS-MG and other WDS policies as
function of D normalized to the average pack
duration, withB = 4 FDLs. Confidence intervals ar
not shown for all the curves for readability reaso
However, simulations have been carried on long enou
in order to typically generate a billion packets, wh
makes loss measures up to 10−6 quite accurate. To prov
this, the curve related to SPS-ML has been plotted w
confidence intervals. It should be noticed that cu
fluctuations are not caused by insufficient statisti
data, but are most probably due to the misma
between FDL buffer granularity and average pac
size.

As expected the PLP shows a typical conc
behavior as a function ofD, with an optimal value
that depends on the algorithm. It can be seen that b
SPS algorithmssignificantly improve theperformance
of the static allocation, which is the only other algorith
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Fig. 5. Packet loss probability as a function ofD, comparing the SPS
algorithms with other algorithms under Poisson traffic model.

that avoids the out-of-sequence delivery. Moreover, th
also improve the overall performance with respect to
EQWS, being closer to MINGAP. While SPS-MG a
SPS-ML show the same behavior for small values ofD,
SPS-ML performs slightly better than SPS-MG whenD
is large. This is because by choosing the queue with
smallest gap, SPS-MG may buffer a packet in a qu
that will become empty later (higherDmin) than using
SPS-ML (as in the case ofFig. 3). This means that th
following packet belonging to the same LSP will ha
lessqueuing resources available due to the preserva
of the packet sequence constraint. On the other h
SPS-ML, by choosing the shortest queue, provides
better utilization of the buffering space since it tries
keep the queues as short as possible, thus leaving
room for following packets.

Fig. 6 compares the performance of the stric
sequence algorithms (SPS-ML and SPS-MG) with t
of the loose packet sequence ones (LPS-ML and L
MG). Again the graph shows the performance a
function of the granularityD. We see that by allowing
a partial overlapping between the packets a lit
further improvement can be obtained. Nonetheless s
improvement is rather small, especially when weigh
against the possible drawbacks of this solution. He
we conclude that the loose packet sequence algorit
are less appealing than SPS-ML and SPS-MG. For
reason we focus the following results on these t
algorithms only.

Fig. 7 shows that a significant improvement of the
performance may be obtained with a small incre
of the number FDLs in the buffer. For instance,
SPS algorithmsadding 2–4 FDLs, the PLP decreas
by two orders of magnitude. In this figure the valu
of D are those providing the lowest PLP for ea
e

Fig. 6. Packet loss probability as a function ofD, comparing the strict
sequence definition (SPS-ML and SPS-MG) with the loose seque
definition (LPS-ML and LPS-MG) under Poisson traffic model.

Fig. 7. Packet loss probability as a function ofB, comparing the SPS
algorithms with other algorithms under Poisson traffic model.

algorithm. It is interesting to see from this graph th
as expected, the SPS algorithms outperform the o
connection-oriented algorithms in spite of providi
more functionality. The only case that provides a bet
PLP is the MINGAP case that, due to its connectionle
behavior, has more freedom to exploit the wavelen
domain for statistical multiplexing.

Table 2 compares the algorithms in terms of t
percentage of strict out-of-sequence packets.
algorithms guarantee the correct sequence deliver
well as the static allocation, while both MINGAP an
EQWS are not able to avoid the sequence break
Moreover, here we have considered a single sw
scenario; by assumingn switches in series along a path,
the percentages can increase accordingly.

The price to pay to keep the correct seque
delivery is the additional processing effort need
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Table 2
Out-of-sequence percentages

Algorithm Out-of-sequence (%)
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Static 0
EQWS 3.347
MINGAP 4.018
SPS-ML 0
SPS-MG 0

Fig. 8. Percentage of LSP-to-wavelength reassignments as a functi
of D, comparing the SPS algorithmswith other algorithms unde
Poisson traffic model.

by SPS algorithms that reallocate the LSPs fairly
more often than EQWS. In this sense, the percentag
of LSP-to-wavelength reallocations is a measure
the processing effort that the switch control log
must deal with when applying a given WDS polic
Fig. 8 shows that the static algorithm does not requi
any reassignments, while the SPS algorithms presen
intermediate values between MINGAP (a per-pac
strategy) and EQWS.

Finally, in Fig. 9 the PLP as a function ofD with
B = 4 is plotted considering a self-similar traffi
model with Hurst parameterH = 0.9. This figure
compares the SPS algorithms with the best perform
algorithm (MINGAP) and the EQWS algorithm whic
needs the lowest processing effort. As expected,
algorithms perform worse under self-similar traffic th
using the Poisson model;the PLP increases by a
order of magnitude. Nevertheless, the relation am
the algorithms remains the same as inFig. 5.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed the contention reso
lution problem in optical packet switches with MPLS
like connection-oriented operation. In particular, w
have pointed out that previously proposed wavelen
Fig. 9. Packet loss probability as a function ofD, comparing the SPS
algorithms with other algorithms under self-similar traffic model.

and delay selection algorithms (such as EQWS) do
maintain the sequence of thepacket flows neither at a
global switch level nor at the single traffic flow leve
except for the static allocation solution.

Four novel dynamic algorithms (SPS-ML, SP
MG, LPS-ML, and LPS-MG) that maintain the pack
sequence within the same LSP have been propo
Two different strategies have been pursued: st
packet sequence where packets following the same
cannot overlap among themselves, and loose pa
sequence where partial overlapping is allowed. T
performance of these algorithms has been stud
and compared with respect to previously propo
algorithms. Simulation results show that by acceptin
some additional processing effort it is possible t
guarantee very low packet loss probabilities whi
avoiding the undesired out-of-sequence delivery. T
results also show that the new algorithms improve t
performance compared to EQWS.

In this paper we have considered a single swi
scenario, letting the case of evaluating the algorith
in a whole network context for future studies.
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